Co Think Event Map: High speed bottling line output 30% below contractual target
Client has
suspended all
outstanding
payments ~ 3M€

Client threating to
blacklist our
company

Legende

Client threatening
to sue for losses ~
30k€/day

Event

Effect

Context
High profile installation
of innovative, high
speed PET bottling
line for major
corporate customer
operating on another
continent with an 8
hour time difference
compared to Europe

Client short of
capacity to meet
seasonal sales
requirements

Our normal response
time is low

Nominate a unique
overall project manager
reporting directly to
regional business
manager

No one has overall
authority for decision
making

Known cause

AND

Daily bottling line
output is 30% below
contractual target

Lack of sufficiently
qualified technical
expertise on site

OR

Shrinkwrap machine
has excessive
downtime

Reinforce local team
with product specialists
from Europe

Contributing
circumstance

Location

Breached barrier

No operator
present to detect
fallen bottles

Author
Temporary dedicated
operator to recover fallen
bottles

Donna O'Leary

Install fallen bottle
detector to alert line
operators

Date of last update
9th June 2016

Owner

10 - 15 bottles/hour
falling at entry to
shrinkwrapper

Bottles unstable at
target line speed

Shrinkwrap film
tearing up to 3
times/day
Temporary
reduction to line
speed

Shrinkwrapper
operating close to
max cycles/min

Shrinkwrapper never
tested at such high
speeds

50µ film used
instead of usual 60µ
film

Revert to orginal
bottle design

Change to bottle base
design and reduction
to bottle weight

Why was design
change not mentioned
in line design spec. ?

Cost reduction
initiative by customer
Install new regulator on
nitrogen fill

Film conveying poorly
when ambiant T° >
30°C

Bottles filled with too
much nitrogen

Nitrogen fill is poorly
regulated

Why is the nitrogen fill
poorly regulated?

Analysed cause

Why was
shrinkwrapper never
tested at high speeds?

Test with 60 µ film

Many bottles swollen
like ballons

Unknown cause

Contributing
circomstance

Status
Design change not
mentioned in line
design specification

Precisely define
recommended
operating conditions
for stretchwrappers

300
Breached barrier

Never test new
machine application
w/o adequate local
technical support

Possible action

Possible barrier

Install shrinkwrap
machine in air
conditioned cabin

Why is film conveying
poorly when T° > 30°?

Chosen action

Chosen barrier

Implemented action

Implemented barrier

Proven action

Proven barrier

Additiional info or
question
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